The Worldwide Depression
In 1929 America was one of the world’s leading importers and lenders
of money, and created much of the world’s industrial output. Events
affecting America’s economy would soon impact other countries.
Before the Crash
• Some countries
having difficulties
before stock
market crash
• European
countries
recovering from
World War I
• Allied Powers in
debt to U.S.

World Woes
• High interest rates
in Great Britain
• Decreased
spending, high
unemployment
• Germany’s
reparations led to
inflation, crippled
economy

Series of Crises
• Japan’s economic
depression forced
banks to close
• U.S. Great
Depression latest in
long series of
economic crises
• Effects far worse

The Worldwide Depression
The postwar era left many countries politically unstable. As the
Depression continued, unrest grew worse.

Political Impact
• Instability in Great Britain and
France led to formation of
several new governments
• Extremist political groups
gained strength
– Germany’s Nazi Party
blamed Jews
– Italian dictator Benito
Mussolini tightened his
control of the nation

Economies Worsen,
New Leaders Emerge
• Widespread misery,
hopelessness worldwide
• Ideal conditions for rise of
leaders who promised to
restore their nations to glory
• World in midst of troubled
times
• Worse crisis lay ahead

Japan in the 1920s
End of World War I
• At end of war Japan stood as one of world’s foremost powers
• Remarkable accomplishment
• Had been relatively weak agricultural nation only half century earlier

Economic Challenges
• Nation’s economy first began to industrialize during Meiji restoration
• Underwent many changes; rapid industrialization created problems
• Peasants, rural workers had not shared new prosperity

Slowdowns
• Many industries experienced slowdowns at end of war
• Businesses laid off workers, unrest grew
• Strikes, labor disputes increased sharply in 1920s

Japan in the 1920s
Other economic challenges during the 1920s
• Japan did not have natural resources needed to
supply modern industry
– Forced to import materials
– Sold manufactured goods abroad to pay for them

• Other countries passed tariffs to protect products
– Japan had difficulty exporting enough goods to survive
economically
– Leaders decided nation must expand to support growing
population

Social Changes
• Rapid shift from feudal agricultural nation to urban industrial country
affected more than economy
• Universal education, new Western ideas also led to societal changes
• Democracy began to flourish, political parties emerged

Fashions, beliefs
• Some young people adopted Western fashions, beliefs, questioned
traditional Japanese values
• Conservative Japanese, military leaders, resented changes
• Believed straying from traditional beliefs, interests had corrupted
country

Growing Military Influence
During economic crisis of 1927 and Great Depression, many lost faith
in their government and looked to military for leadership.

The Military’s Vision
• Military officers envisioned
united Japan
• Society devoted to emperor,
glory of nation ruled by military
• Began to seek more power
over civilian government

Foreign Relations
• Military influence grew
because of public’s opposition
to government’s foreign policy
• Civilian leaders had made
several treaties limiting size of
Japanese navy
• Agreements seemed to end
overseas expansion

Growing Military Influence
1924 U.S. law barred Japanese immigration
• Deeply offended Japanese pride
– Came from one of Japan’s supposed allies
– Some began to question government’s policy of cooperation
with West

• Japanese increasingly began to put faith in military
– Military had nationalist vision of strong Japan
– Would not defer to other countries

Japanese Aggression
End of 1920s
• Japan’s military gained power

Modern Warfare

• Widened the gap between the
military and civilian government

• World War I showed modern
war would rely on technology,
industrial power

• Without civilian controls, military
became more aggressive

• Japan could not compete with
large industrial nations

Building a Fighting Spirit

Inspiring a Fighting Spirit

• To make up for industrial
limitations, focused on soldiers

• Surrender, retreat, defense all
removed from military manuals

• Began to promote fighting spirit
of Japanese troops instead of
modern weaponry

• Military personnel placed in
public schools to shape thinking
of Japanese children

Japanese Aggression
Taking Over the Government

Conquering Manchuria

• Military leaders plotted to
replace government with
military dictatorship

• Manchurian Incident, 1931,
Japanese military leaders
decided to conquer Manchuria

• Believed aggressive nationalist
leadership vital to future

• Resources would free Japan
from reliance on Western trade

• 1930s, military leaders,
soldiers, others carried out
series of assassinations

• Moved quickly to gain control;
civilian government powerless

• Slowly government grew more
dominated by military

• Set up government in region,
renamed Japanese-controlled
state, Manchukuo

Japanese Aggression
Forming New Alliances
• League of Nations condemned aggressive actions in Manchuria
• Japan withdrew from League of Nations, 1933
• Announced it would no longer limit size of navy, 1934
• Made break with West, drew closer to Germany
• Anti-Comintern Pact signed, 1936

Anti-Comintern Pact

War in China

• Japan, Germany agreed to work
together to oppose spread of
communism
• Each promised to come to aid of
other in case of Soviet Union
attack
• Italy joined pact, 1937

• Conflict between China, Japan
grew worse
• Japan more aggressive, seized
more territory
• Some worried Chinese
Communists, Guomindang might
join Soviet Union opposing
Japan

Japanese Aggression
Summer 1937
• Series of violent incidents between Chinese troops, Japanese forces in
China led to open warfare
• Conflict became known as Second Sino-Japanese war

Early Battle
• One of early battles occurred in Nanjing, also known as Nanking
• Japanese troops captured city, went on rampage, killing Chinese soldiers
and civilians alike

Massacre
• Nanjing Massacre saw as many as 300,000 Chinese men, women,
children killed
• World reacted in horror to bloody incident

Japanese Aggression
Japan had early victories in China, but subsequent battles did not go
Japan’s way.

A Move to Wider War
• China too large for Japan to
conquer easily
• War turned into long, costly
struggle
• Japan looked to Southeast
Asia to supply resources for
military needs
• Region rich in rubber, oil, other
key resources

Greater East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere
• Group of nations proposed by
Japan’s foreign minister, 1940
• Combined resources would
allow independence from
Western control
• Presented as economic
benefit, but Japanese empirebuilding attempt
• Other nations viewed
aggression in Asia with alarm

Mussolini’s Italy
After World War I, new ideas about government power promoted by
Benito Mussolini led to drastic change in the Italian government.

Fascist Ideology

Mussolini in Power

• Mussolini wanted to build a
great, glorious Italian empire

• Fascists significant force in
Italian politics, 1922

• Founded National Fascist
Party, 1919

• Mussolini wanted more,
wanted to rule Italy

– from Latin fasces, Roman
symbol for unity, strength

• Called March on Rome

– Fascism, authoritarian form
of government

• Show of force convinced
Italy’s king to put Mussolini at
head of government

– Good of nation above all
else

• Mussolini moved to establish
dictatorship

Mussolini’s Italy
Mussolini not satisfied merely with political control
• Used threats, violence, political skill to outlaw all
opposition
• Tried to influence Italians’ thoughts, feelings, behaviors
– Government attempt to control all aspects of life, totalitarianism
– Used propaganda to promote Italy’s greatness
– Established festivals, holidays to remind Italians of proud
Roman heritage

Invasion of Ethiopia
• Mussolini set out to make Italy strong military power
• Looked for easy target, settled on Ethiopia
• Ethiopia had two serious disadvantages, located between two Italian
colonies, military ill-equipped; Italian forces crushed Ethiopia, 1935

League of Nations
• Ethiopian leader Haile Selassie appealed to League to take action
against Italy’s aggression
• No nation willing to get involved, to risk another world war
• League placed economic sanctions on Italy, took no real action

Stalin’s Soviet Union
Communism under Stalin
• Soviet leader Vladimir Lenin died shortly after Communist Soviet Union
formed, 1924
• Joseph Stalin became new Soviet leader after struggle for power

Different Approach
• Karl Marx predicted state would wither away under communism
• Stalin took different approach, worked to return Soviet Union to
totalitarian state, controlling all Soviet life

The Five-Year Plans
• Major part of Stalin’s plan to strengthen communism, modernization of
economy
• First Five-Year Plan began 1928, factories and mines had production
goals

Stalin’s Soviet Union
5-Year Plans reflected Soviet system of
central planning
• Government makes major decisions about
production of goods
• Differs from capitalist economic system, where
market forces are major influences on production
• Plans did lead to increases in Soviet industrial
output
• During first two Five-Year Plans, oil production
doubled, coal and steel production quadrupled
• Demands on Soviet workers were high

Stalin’s Soviet Union
Political Purges
• Stalin, absolute power, but feared people plotting against him
• Began campaign called Great Purge, to get rid of people, things
undesirable
• During Great Purge, thousands executed, sent to the Gulag

Totalitarian Rule
• Stalin’s regime dominated Soviet life
• Children encouraged to join youth organizations, taught attitudes,
beliefs
• Religion discouraged, churches closed

Cult of Personality
• Portraits of Stalin decorated public places, creating heroic, idealized
image
• Streets, towns renaming in Stalin’s honor, created cult of personality
• By ruthlessly removing opposition, Stalin gained stranglehold over
society

Collectivization and Famine
Increase Farm Input
• Stalin believed millions of small,
individually owned Soviet farms
would be more productive if
combined into larger,
mechanized farms
• Combining small farms called
collectivization
• Stalin tried to take land back
given to peasants after Russian
Revolution

Peasant Reaction
• Peasants resisted, Stalin
responded violently
• Executed thousands, sent more
to Siberian system of labor
camps, called the Gulag
• Resistance continued,
particularly in the Ukraine
• Stalin refused to send food
during 1932 famine; millions
starved to death

Hitler’s Germany
Germany underwent great changes after World War I. Like Mussolini
and Stalin, Germany’s Adolph Hitler rose to power during a time of
conflict and political instability.
Postwar Germany
• Germany formed
new republican
government,
Weimar Republic
• Extremely
unpopular
• Germans blamed it
for humiliating
Versailles Treaty

Economy
• Blamed Weimar
Republic for
economic
problems
• Inflation soared
• German mark
virtually worthless
• Savings wiped out
• Depression
brought more
chaos

•
•
•
•

Hitler’s Early
Career
Born Austria 1889
Served in German
army World War I
Soon joined Nazi
Party
Discovered he had
knack for public
speaking,
leadership

Hitler’s Germany
Search for power

Mein Kampf

• Became key figure in Nazi party

• Wrote book while in prison

• Wanted greater power

• “My Struggle” described major
political ideas

• Attempted overthrow of
government, arrested,
imprisoned, 1923

Hitler gains power

• Nationalism, racial superiority of
German people, Aryans

Promises

• Continued to try to gain power
after released from prison

• Germans desperate for strong
leader to improve lives

• Economic effects of Great
Depression helped cause

• Promised to rebuild military
• Talk of mighty German empire,
master race, won supporters

Hitler’s Germany
Nazi Party Gains Strength
•
•
•
•
•

Many Germans wanted to believe Hitler’s words were true
Nazis continued to gain strength in early 1930s
Most popular of many German political parties
Hitler appointed as chancellor, 1933
Most powerful post in German government

Hitler Controls Germany

Hitler’s Programs

• Began to crush opposition
• Many opponents arrested, others
intimidated by Nazi thugs
• Cult of personality built up
glorifying Hitler as the Führer,
“leader”
• Nazi youth organizations shaped
minds of young Germans

• Began to rebuild German military
• Improved German economy
• Strict wage controls, massive
government spending, reduced
unemployment
• Much spending for rearmament
• Also new public buildings, roads

Hitler’s Germany
Nazis mounted more direct attacks on Jews
•

November 9 and 10, 1938, anti-Jewish riots across
Germany, Austria

•

Attack known as Kristallnacht, Night of Broken Glass
–

Nearly 100 Jews killed

–

Thousands of Jewish businesses, places of worship damaged,
destroyed

•

Greater horrors yet to come

•

Hitler’s Germany about to lead world into history’s
bloodiest war

Nazi Anti-Semitism
A key component of the Nazi system was strong anti-Semitic beliefs.
Anti-Semitism is hostility toward or prejudice against Jews. Hitler
blamed Jews for many of German’s problems, including its defeat in
World War I.
Long History
• Anti-Semitism had long history
in largely Christian Europe
• Nazi anti-Semitism combined
this with false beliefs that Jews
were separate race
• Combined religious prejudice
with hatred based on ancestry

Laws Excluding Jews
• Many laws passed excluding
Jews from mainstream German
life
• 1935 Nuremberg Laws created
separate legal status for Jews
• Eliminated citizenship, civil and
property rights
• Right to work was limited

Nuremberg Laws defined a person as Jewish based on ancestry of
grandparents—not religious beliefs.

Germany Expands
After World War I
• Treaty of Versailles seriously damaged German
economy
• Adolf Hitler came to power
– Promised to restore Germany’s greatness
– Lebensraum, or “living room”
• Hitler wanted more territory
– Neighbors aware of threat

– Memories of World War I still fresh
– No one willing to fight over words

Rebuilding the German Military
• Hitler controlled German government by 1933
• Secretly rebuilt military
• Unchallenged—openly stated plan to re-arm Germany
• Claimed resisting spread of communism—but empire building

Militarizing the Rhineland
• Direct action in 1936
• Armed force sent to the Rhineland
• French and British complained; no direct action taken
• German troops remained; Hitler grew bolder

Annexing Austria
Aggressive moves
• Europeans eager to avoid war
• Hitler plotted his moves
• Target-Austria
• German-speaking country
• Hitler’s birthplace
• Nazi supporters in Austria

Hitler’s demands
• Hitler demanded Austrian
officials accept annexation
(Anschluss)
• Initial Austrian resistance
• Britain and France did nothing
• March 1938-unopposed
German forces take over
Austria

Threats to Czechoslovakia
Another German-speaking population
• Sudetenland eager to be a part of Germany
• Hitler threatened the Czech government
• Czechs prepared for war

Avoiding conflict
• September 1938—meeting in Munich
• Chamberlain (British) and Daladier (French) agreed not to block Hitler
• Czechs had no support

Policy of appeasement
• Appeasement—giving in to aggressive demands in order to avoid war
• Winston Churchill opposed the policy
• “Peace for our time” according to Chamberlain

Alliances and Civil War
Hitler builds alliances with other totalitarian governments.

The Axis forms

Spanish Civil War

• Military force to achieve goals

• Political conflict begins in 1936

• Anti-Comintern Pact
– Germany and Japan

• Italy and Germany support
fascist Nationalists

– Prevent spread of
communism

• Soviet Union supports
Republicans

– Oppose USSR

• Nationalists win after years of
fighting

• Italy joins Axis Powers later
• Military alliance
• Pledge aid in event of war

– Francisco Franco
– Fascist dictator

A Secret Deal with Stalin
• Germany and Soviet Union on opposing sides in Spanish Civil
War
– No direct conflict
– Axis Powers united against Soviet Union
– Soviet leader Joseph Stalin threatened by German expansion
• France and Britain discuss possible alliance with Soviet Union
– Stalin did not trust British or French
– In secret negotiations with Germans
• German-Soviet Nonaggression Pact
– Each side agreed not to attack the other; allowed further
German aggression in Europe
– Secret section divided up territory in Eastern Europe
• News shocked British and French; Hitler definitely on the march

The War Begins
September 1, 1939

Devastating effects

• Germany attacked Poland

• Polish air force destroyed

• World War II begins

• Soldiers fought; no match for
German forces

• Blitzkrieg or “lightning war”

• No natural barriers in the way

Support for Poland
• Britain and France declared war
on Germany

German troops in position
• On Germany’s western border

• Allies gave no real help

• Hitler eager for assault on
France

• Poland fell into German hands

• Plans for invasion made

1940–1941
Attack on France
• Denmark and Norway captured; the Netherlands and Belgium
followed
• Tank attack through Ardennes; overwhelmed light resistance there
• Heroic Dunkirk rescue; France surrendered in June 1940

Battle for Britain
• Great Britain stood alone against German war machine; Churchill
now leader
• Radar technology secret weapon for air defense
• British stood firm during Battle of Britain; Hitler called off invasion
plans

Invasion of the Soviet Union
• June 1941, Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet Union
had initial successes
• Major goals of Leningrad and Moscow not
reached before harsh Soviet winter
• Soviet armies had time to rebuild and would fight
back

Japan Attacks
Japan’s alliance with Germany was seen as a sign of a war plan.
Japan sent forces to Indochina to secure necessary resources of oil
and rubber. Hideki Tojo held peace talks with the U.S. but planned
for war.

Pearl Harbor
• Surprise attack on U.S. Navy
Pacific Fleet
• December 7, 1941
• Fighters and bombers
launched from carriers
• Raid a success

Two-hour attack
• Major destruction
• Heavy casualties
– 2,400 dead
– 200 planes gone
– Eight battleships sunk
• Three carriers survived

War in North Africa and Italy
Italian and British forces battled for control of North Africa. The Suez
Canal and the oil fields of the Middle East were essential to the British
war effort. After Italian forces failed against the British, Hitler was forced
to send German troops to support the Italians.
Back-and-forth fighting
• Afrika Korps led by Erwin
Rommel
• Pushed British back into Egypt
• Traded blows for two years
• 1942—Battle of El Alamein
• British victory under Gen.
Bernard Montgomery
• Axis power lessened in North
Africa

Americans join the battle
•
•
•
•

Soviets wanted European front
Invasion of western North Africa
Dwight D. Eisenhower led troops
Rommel caught between forces
in east and west
• Supply problems worsened
• May 1943—surrendered to Allies

Nearly 250,000 Axis soldiers taken prisoner; with surrender, all of North
Africa in Allied hands

Fighting in Italy
Next Allied goal: Italy itself
• July 1943, Allied soldiers landed on the island of Sicily
– Weak Italian resistance
– Benito Mussolini forced from power
• Allies capture Sicily
– Made plans to invade the Italian mainland
– Hitler tried to protect against the Allied march through Italy
• September 1943
– Allies move into southern Italy
– Strong German resistance as troops moved north
– Bloody fighting continued for months

A Turning Point in the Soviet Union
• 1941 German invasion halted with winter
• German equipment failed in bitter cold
• Poorly equipped troops suffered greatly

Leningrad
• Citizens under siege in Hitler’s attempt to force a
surrender
• Winter of 1941—1942, thousands starved to death daily
• Siege of Leningrad cost 1 million civilian lives

Battle of Stalingrad
In the spring of 1942, Hitler ordered renewed assaults on
the Soviet Union. He assembled troops from Italy,
Romania, and Hungary. Even with fuel shortages, Axis
forces fought well initially.

On the Volga River
•
•
•
•

Germans poised to take Stalingrad
Key industrial city for Soviets
Factories supplied Soviet armies
Ports shipped grain, oil, and other products throughout
country

Brutal battle
• City bombed into rubble;
German troops moved in
• Hold city at all costs
• Axis soldiers with no food
or ammunition
• Hitler—“Surrender is
forbidden”

Final victory
• German officers
surrendered early
February 1943
• 1 million Soviet dead
• Crushing defeat for Hitler;
once invincible German
army in retreat
• Battle of Stalingrad
turning point in war

A Turning Point in the Pacific
The attack on Pearl Harbor was an enormous success for Japan.
The damage took time to overcome; U.S. ability to strike back was limited.
• Three Pacific Fleet aircraft carriers undamaged
– Air power provided support for Allied ground and naval forces
– Japanese navy still ruled the seas
– Allies focused on Europe
• Vital territory fell to Japanese
– Singapore, Hong Kong, Burma, and strategic islands
– Target —U.S.-held Philippines
– U.S. general Douglas MacArthur led doomed defense
– Americans surrendered in April 1942
• Bataan Death March
– Forced march of 70,000 American and Filipino prisoners
– Brutal violence, tropical heat, and lack of food or water
– Many survivors perished in inhumane prison camps

Island Hopping
Balance of power changed
•
•
•
•
•

Japanese lost sea advantage after Midway
Allies developed island-hopping strategy
Skipped over strongholds and captured weaker targets
Captured islands used as bases for next attacks
Bypassed Japanese strongholds cut off from outside supplies

Guadalcanal
• Allied invasion of island late
1942
• Six months of brutal battle
• Each side won small victories
• Battle of Guadalcanal ended with
Japanese troops fleeing the
island
• Japanese continued to fight to
the death

Leyte Gulf
•
•
•
•
•

Allies captured more islands
By 1944 back at Philippines
Largest naval battle
First major use of kamikazes
Battle of Leyte Gulf—Allied
victory
• Japan’s naval power virtually
destroyed

Nazi Anti-Semitism
At the time of Hitler’s rise to power, 9 million Jews
lived in Europe.
• Hitler blamed Jews for Germany’s problems
• Promoted belief of racial superiority of German people
– No factual basis for anti-Semitism
– No factual basis for claims about “master race”
• Many Germans found Hitler’s twisted vision appealing
– Germans had suffered through World War I
– Humiliation of Treaty of Versailles
– Economic crises of 1920s and 1930s
– Jews a convenient scapegoat, blamed for wrongs in
Germany

The “Final Solution”
Conquered areas of Europe
• Millions of Jews came under Hitler’s power
• Nazi leaders adopted “Final Solution”—the deliberate mass
execution of Jews
Killing begins
• Brutal treatment of Jewish civilians
• Forced to live in ghettos within a city
–400,000 Jews confined to Warsaw ghetto

Concentration camps
• Slave labor camps set up to hold these “enemies of the state”
• Cruel medical experiments
• Large-scale executions with civilians gunned down

After 1941
After Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union, Hitler called for the
destruction of all European Jews.
Einsatzgruppen

Too much evidence

Victims

• Mobile killing units

• Germans did not
want world to know

• 6 million Jews died
in genocidal
campaign called
Holocaust

• Carried out largescale executions
• Babi Yar
• 35,000 Jews
murdered

• Special death
camps established
• Gas chambers and
furnaces used

• Nazis killed 5
million others they
considered
“inferior” as well

The World Reacts
Other countries were aware of Hitler’s anti-Semitism in the 1930s. After
the outbreak of war, the extent of Hitler’s brutality was shielded from
the outside world.
Reports of killings

Government inaction

• By 1942, people heard disturbing
reports of widespread killings

• Allies primarily concerned with
larger war effort

• Reports confirmed; no concrete
action was taken

• Camps and railroad lines not
bombed

• War Refugee Board established
in 1944, aided 200,000 Jews

• Apathy and anti-Semitism also
contributed

As the Allies pushed Germans back, the concentration camps were
discovered, in spite of German attempts to cover up evidence.

Auschwitz
Actions revealed
• January 1945, Soviet troops found starving survivors at Auschwitz
• Evidence showed number of prisoners once held there

Buchenwald and other camps
• April 1945, Americans reached Buchenwald to find thousands of
corpses; remaining inmates near death
• British reached Bergen-Belsen camp, finding 35,000 bodies

Scenes of horror
• Hardened combat veterans unable to describe the death and
destruction
• Clear picture of Hitler’s control
• Nazi hopes of world domination would not last

War Ends in Europe
• Soviet advance—pushing Hitler’s troops backward
• Axis forces with 2 million casualties—outnumbered and outgunned
• Early 1944, Siege of Leningrad ends; more victories for Soviets
followed
• Axis forces driven back into central Europe
• Soviets within 40 miles of Berlin by February 1945
D-Day

Battle of the Bulge

• Second front in Western Europe
• Sea assault led by Marshall and
Eisenhower
• June 6, 1944, invasion at
Normandy
• Victory came with high
casualties
• Paris free by end of August

• December 1944, one last stand
• Counterattack at Belgium
• German advance led to bulge in
the line
• Defeat ended German resistance
• Allies racing to Berlin from the
east and west

The Germans Surrender
• Soviets reached Berlin first
• Adolf Hitler found dead in bunker—a suicide
• Berlin surrendered May 2, 1945; Germany five days later
• Victory in Europe (V-E Day) proclaimed May 8, 1945
• War in Europe finally over after nearly six years

War Ends in the Pacific
Final Battles
• By mid-1944, regular bombing raids on Japanese cities, including
Tokyo
• Great distance made raids difficult, dangerous
• Americans needed bases closer to Japan

Battle of Iwo Jima
• February 1945 island invasion; 750 miles south of Tokyo
• 7,000 Americans died in month of fighting; 20,000 Japanese died—only
1,000 thousand surrendered

Battle of Okinawa
• Only 350 miles from Japan; U.S. troops invaded island April 1945
• By June, 12,000 American soldiers dead
• Japanese lost 100,000 defenders and another 100,000 civilians

The Atomic Bomb
• After Okinawa, mainland Japan was next
• The U.S. military estimated cost of invading mainland Japan-up to 1
million Allied killed or wounded

Option to invasion

July 26, 1945

• Atomic bomb successfully
tested in 1945

• Allies issued demand for
surrender

• Harry S Truman U.S. president
with Roosevelt’s death in May
1945

• No response; Hiroshima bombed
on August 6
• Still no surrender; second bomb
dropped on Nagasaki on August
9th
• 145,000 total deaths

• Forced to make decision—bomb
Japanese city to force surrender

• Japanese acknowledged defeat

Emperor Hirohito surrendered on August 15, 1945. This day is known
as V-J Day for Victory in Japan. World War II was finally over.

The Postwar World
• End of war, Europe and Asia in ruins
• Tens of millions dead; heaviest losses in Eastern Europe
• Germany, Japan, and China had also suffered greatly
– Physical devastation; cities, villages, and farms destroyed
– National economies near collapse

• Millions uprooted
– former prisoners of war, survivors of concentration camps,
refugees of fighting and of national border changes

Planning for the Future
July 1941
• Allied leaders planned for years for the of war
• Churchill and Roosevelt met to discuss even before U.S. entered war
Atlantic Charter
• Joint declaration of Churchill
and Roosevelt
• Outlined purpose of war

Tehran Conference
• December 1943
• Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin

• Sought no territorial gains

• Agreed on schedule for D-Day
invasion

• All nations could choose their
own government

• Would work together in peace
after the war

• Work for mutual prosperity

Yalta Conference
• Held in Soviet territory in early 1945; Allies on brink of military victory
• Primary goal to reach agreement on postwar Europe
• Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill agreed on plans for Germany
• Stalin got his way with Polish territory, made promises

United Nations
• Roosevelt got Stalin to agree to join fight against Japan once war in
Europe over
• USSR would join new world organization—United Nations
• Meant to encourage international cooperation and prevent war
• June 1945 charter signed with five major Allies as Security Council

Potsdam Conference
July 1945

Three sides

• Small German city location for
Potsdam Conference

• Soviet Union, Britain, and
United States

• Growing ill will between Soviet
Union and other Allies

• Discussed many issues but had
difficulty reaching agreement

Closing months
• American and British leaders
worried about Stalin’s intentions
• Concerned about spread of
communism, growth of Soviet
influence

Stalin
• Soon broke his promises
• Did not respect democracies in
Eastern Europe
• Another struggle beginning

Country

Men in war

Battle deaths

Wounded

Australia

1,000,000

26,976

180,864

Austria

800,000

280,000

350,117

Belgium

625,000

8,460

55,5131

40,334

943

4,222

339,760

6,671

21,878

Canada

1,086,3437

42,0427

53,145

China3

17,250,521

1,324,516

1,762,006

Czechoslovakia

—

6,6834

8,017

Denmark

—

4,339

—

Finland

500,000

79,047

50,000

France

—

201,568

400,000

20,000,000

3,250,0004

7,250,000

Greece

—

17,024

47,290

Hungary

—

147,435

89,313

India

2,393,891

32,121

64,354

Italy

3,100,000

149,4964

66,716

Japan

9,700,000

1,270,000

140,000

Netherlands

280,000

6,500

2,860

New Zealand

194,000

11,6254

17,000

75,000

2,000

—

—

664,000

530,000

650,0005

350,0006

—

410,056

2,473

—

—

6,115,0004

14,012,000

5,896,000

357,1164

369,267

16,112,566

291,557

670,846

3,741,000

305,000

425,000

Brazil2
Bulgaria

Germany

Norway
Poland
Romania
South Africa
U.S.S.R.
United Kingdom
United States
Yugoslavia

WW II
Casualties
1. Civilians only.
2. Army and navy figures.
3. Figures cover period July
7, 1937 to Sept. 2,
1945, and concern only
Chinese regular troops.
They do not include
casualties suffered by
guerrillas and local military
corps.
4. Deaths from all causes.
5. Against Soviet Russia;
385,847
against Nazi Germany.
6. Against Soviet Russia;
169,822
against Nazi Germany.
7. National Defense Ctr.,
Canadian
Forces Hq., Director of
History.

Massive Human Dislocations

The U.S. & the U.S.S.R.
Emerged as the Two Superpowers
of the later 20c

The Creation of the U. N.

The Emergence of Third
World Nationalist Movements

The De-Colonization of
European Empires

